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Ice-tethered ocean profiling systems are an essential tool for the year-round observation
of physical and biogeochemical properties of the Arctic Ocean. Despite being considered
expendable equipment due to the challenging logistics, their recovery is attractive mainly
due to two factors: If the sensors can be retrieved, this allows for their post calibration,
which helps to assess sensor drift and biofouling. In addition, the recovery of such
expensive equipment can ease off financial pressure on autonomous ocean observation
programs by enabling the reuse of central elements after refurbishment. Here we present
a method how such profiling systems can be recovered from sea ice by 3 people in about
4 h, without the on-site availability of a fully-equipped vessel. The presented technique
combines rope techniques from mountain rescue applications with lightweight equipment
and procedures similar to those used for the deployment of such instruments. We
provide a detailed description of the whole process, provide suggestions for potential
improvements as well as suggestions toward improved instrument design favoring
recoverability of future deployments. We conclude that good preparation and practice
of the relevant rope procedures is critical to mission success and that a well-selected
range of necessary equipment makes the process much more efficient.
Keywords: sea ice, ocean, profiler, buoy, field techniques, retrieval

INTRODUCTION
Observing water column properties underneath the perennial pack ice of the polar oceans remains
a tremendous challenge. The persistent ice cover limits accessibility and hampers observations by
standard oceanographic equipment. Ships need to be ice breakers or at least ice strengthened, and
depend on the ability to create holes of open water around the ship for the operation of most
equipment lowered on a wire. While autonomous measurement platforms, such as moorings (e.g.,
Schauer et al., 2004; Polyakov et al., 2007; Janout et al., 2016), floats (e.g., Klatt et al., 2007; Wong and
Riser, 2011), gliders (e.g., Webster et al., 2014) or other autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV)
have been deployed in the sea ice zones (e.g., Wadhams et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2015), the
persistent sea ice cover currently inhibits their frequent use in ice-covered oceans.
Thus, ice-tethered ocean profilers, such as the ITP (Krishfield et al., 2008; John et al., 2011),
IAOOS (Gascard, 2011; Koenig et al., 2017; Athanase et al., 2019), or the less frequently used
POPS (Kikuchi et al., 2007) are the standard tool for vertically profiling, long-term oceanographic
observations in the sea ice zones. They are composed of a comparably large buoyant surface unit
providing a satellite link and sometimes additional instrumentation of varying complexity, and a
profiler package performing the oceanographic observations. These profilers are either driven by
motor or a buoyancy engine to climb up and down an isolated steel wire that is tensioned between
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for design considerations to increase the recoverability of
such systems.

the surface buoy and a bottom weight. Data is transferred
from the profiler to the surface unit using inductive modems.
Deployments of these units in typical Arctic sea ice conditions
can usually be achieved within 4–6 h by 3–4 people, but due
to the large weight and form factor, their deployment mostly
requires the assistance of lifting and/or dragging equipment, such
as helicopters, cranes, and snowmobiles for transportation to the
deployment location.
Similar to most other autonomous sea ice observatories,
these ocean-profiling buoys are mostly considered expendable
despite their significant cost. Only occasionally the timing
of international research expeditions allows an opportunistic
recovery of such systems, given they survived the harsh polar
conditions, and can still be located. Due to its usually large
weight and size, the recovery of the main buoy hull is mostly
restricted to situations where a crane is available. As the wire
and sometimes the buoy also sit frozen fast into the ice,
recovery is very tricky unless an icebreaker can gently break
the buoy free from the ice. But even with the capacities of
an ice-going research vessel, recovery of the attached profiling
system—if still in place—remains a risky operation that, if not
performed carefully, can result in the loss of the instrument.
The workflow can vary from ship to ship and for different
scenarios, but generally resembles the procedures for recovery
of oceanographic moorings (Kemp et al., 2005). Recovery of
the profiling instruments should be of high priority to allow
for post-deployment sensor calibrations, especially if equipped
with oxygen optodes or bio-optical instrumentation, for which
a proper calibration and knowledge of the sensor condition is
of particular value (Laney et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2017).
In addition, recovery of the profiling units can account for
substantial savings in instrument costs, as the profiler is the main
cost factor that can usually be refurbished and re-used. Also,
the recovery of profilers with sensor or engineering failures is
of high interest to the international research community. Much
can be learned from the analysis of a recovered damaged system
on how its engineering can be improved for more successful
future deployments. This also applies to situations where the
communication link to a profiler stops working soon after
deployment, and the equipment needs to be retrieved to avoid the
loss of valuable instrumentation. It is also preferable to retrieve
both faulty and successful systems after a traverse of the Arctic
basin before they will likely get damaged by ground contact with
the shelf regions to reduce pollution by hazardous materials, such
as the lithium battery packs contained in the units.
To our knowledge, no recovery of an under-ice profiling
unit without the use of powered lifting devices and winches
has been described in the scientific literature. The objective of
this paper is thus to publish a method on how the profiler
of an ice-based ocean profiling system of any type can be
recovered within a few hours by three trained people. We
demonstrate the efficiency of the approach by presenting a
case where we recovered a non-functional profiler including
a suite of bio-optical sensors without the support of powered
lifting devices and with significant logistical and temporal
constraints. We hope to herewith enable more recoveries
of such profiling units in the future, and provide input
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MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES
The general idea of this recovery technique is derived from an
analogy to similar challenges in mountain rescue operations. The
problem of a profiler attached to a several 100 m long steel wire
with a ground weight on the order of 50–80 kg is principally
equivalent to the rescue of an average person hanging on a rope
in a deep glacier crevasse. Similar techniques can be used in both
situations, while each scenario obviously comes with individual
challenges. In this chapter, we will provide a short overview on
the used techniques and equipment.

Friction Knots
In order to be able to lift the wire guiding the profiler, any kind of
pulley or winch system needs to be attached to it first. As long
as the wire is under tension, one cannot use simple overhand
or other knots to connect a shackle or carabiner. Thus, the wire
needs to be clamped in a certain way. During deployment of
the profiler, it is important that the plastic shielding of the steel
wire is not damaged, to avoid corrupting the inductive signal
transmission. During recovery, however, the wire is of rather
low priority, as it is comparably cheap. In addition, the wire
rotates freely in the water column as soon as the tension is
released, leading to significant twisting which makes a reuse very
inefficient (visible in Figure 1a).
Our main way to construct an attachment point on the
steel wire is thus by utilizing a “friction knot.” Of the multiple
existing friction knots, the Klemheist knot (“Machard” in

FIGURE 1 | (a) A Klemheist knot holding the weight of the just surfaced
profiler and bottom weight. A close up of the Knot is shown in the inlay. Note
how the un-tensioned steel wire immediately twists above the knot, making
reuse of the wire difficult. (b) A Yale grip partially holding the weight of the
system during deployment of a profiler. Both pictures were taken during the
training session, where a bigger tripod was used.
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fixpoint, while the load is attached in a block which redirects the
rope by 180◦ into the pulling direction. As this pulley system only
uses one block, friction losses are small, and 50 m of lift can be
generated with only 100 m of working distance. In our recovery
technique, we thus use a horizontal 2:1 loop haul. We attach one
end of a 50 m long rope to a fixpoint in a distance of 50 m from the
recovery hole. A diversion pulley redirected the rope to a wooden
bar fixed at the other end of the rope, so the load could easily be
lifted by two persons walking away from the deployment hole.
While the use of pulling harnesses or belts might provide more
comfort, care should be taken that fixing the pulling personal to
the rope might be very dangerous in the case of failures in the
system. The pulley block was attached to the loaded wire using
the Klemheist friction knot. For the 60 kg of bottom weight on
the present system, this setup provided safe control over the load
and efficient hauling speed. For larger bottom weights, the pulley
techniques have to be adjusted accordingly.

French, “Kreuzklemmknoten” in German) provides the right
characteristics for our application. It provides a quick threading
combined with a reliable grip and easy release. To reach a firm
grip on the insulated steel wire, the Klemheist knot needs to be
threaded with a piece of rope that is significantly thinner than
the steel wire. To retain a large enough breaking strength for our
application at such small diameters, a cord with Aramid (also
known as Kevlar) or ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE also known as Dyneema) core needs to be used
(Figure 1a). The Klemheist knot is threaded by first forming a
ring from approximately 0.8–1 m of the thin high strength rope
using a simple overhand knot. This loop is then neatly wound
around the wire at least five times, and finished by threading the
knotted end of the ring through the other bight. The number of
necessary turns around the wire depends on the combination of
rope and wire, but a minimum number of five turns will work
in most situations. If the gripping force needs to be increased,
this can be achieved by a higher number of turns. Other friction
knots might be suitable as well, but the Klemheist provides a good
combination of easy threading and release.
A more gentle handling of the wire mantle, e.g., during
wire deployment, can be achieved by using a Yale grip (Yale
Cordage, Saco, Maine USA) as seen in Figure 1b. While the
Yale grip certainly provides a larger breaking strength, puts less
strain on the wire mantle and can be released under load, it
is much more difficult and time consuming to thread and the
necessary installation length makes it unsuitable for work with
small tripods such as those suggested in the present method.

Necessary Equipment
While many other components might be suitable for the task,
an optimized selection of equipment is necessary especially when
recovery is planned by aircraft with limited payload. A complete
table of recommended equipment is provided in Table 1.
Obviously, general equipment for preparing holes in the ice
with a diameter >25 cm is necessary. Most importantly a large
diameter auger drill with extensions, combined with ice saw,
chisel (also known as “Tuk”), ice ax, shovel, and sieves to clear
cuttings from holes. A 2′′ auger drill should be carried along to
determine ice thickness. A number of ice screws is necessary to
anchor any ropes to the ice, e.g., to build the main anchor point.
To access the freely hanging wire below the ice, a long
telescopic rod of more than 5 m length is required. In an ideal
case, the first meter segment can be folded out of the axis, to
ease clipping a carabiner to the profiler wire. We used a custom
built rod that consisted of 1 m long segments and was originally
designed for optical measurements under sea ice, allowing for a
tilting of the lowermost segment.
A central piece of the recovery is a lightweight tripod that
also fits into a small helicopter, but provides enough strength
to handle the forces. We used an aluminum tripod designed for
work safety (TRIBOC, Skylotec GmbH, Neuwied, Germany) with
a safe working load rating of 500 kg, a working height of 2.45 m
with a transport length of 1.75 m at a weight of only 32 kg. Two
cleats built for marine applications have to be attached to the
tripod legs for operation of the two high amplification (6:1 or 4:1)
pulley systems. At least one long rope (e.g., 50 m), two shorter
ropes (∼15 m) as well as several shorter rope pieces are needed
for the entire setup. These ropes should in the best case be low
stretch static ropes with a diameter around 10 mm. However, any
rope with sufficient breaking strength of at least 10 kN will work.
The setup also needs two diversion blocks, plenty of high strength
carabiners and several pieces of thin Kevlar or Dyneema cord for
the friction knots. For comfortable pulling, we used a 1.5 × 0.05
× 0.05 m wooden plank, but other setups may be used.
Efficient recovery operations are facilitated by monitoring
work progress underneath the ice using an underwater camera
with real time display. Depending on the system, this requires

Pulley Systems
A pulley system amplifies the force applied by a user. Thus,
different pulley systems are an essential tool in every recovery
method that does not use any powered lifting devices, such as
winches or cranes. A pulley consists of a rope and at least one,
or better, several blocks. The force amplification comes with an
increase in the length of rope that needs to be pulled out of
the pulley to achieve a certain lift. The higher the amplification
factor of the pulley system, the more meters of rope need to be
pulled out of the system for the same lifting distance. To provide
efficient hauling, the amplification must thus be tailored to the
task, especially when a load, such as a profiler, needs to be lifted
over several 100 vertical meters.
For a more comfortable and safe operation of the heavy system
components during the deployment of ocean-profiling buoys, 6:1
rope pulleys with each three parallel blocks on each side are often
used. However, 4:1 rope pulleys in a violin layout from sports
sailing are easier to operate, with a much reduced likelihood of
tangling and still sufficient amplification for most situations. The
actual efficiency of a pulley system is highly dependent on the
friction losses in the blocks, thus higher theoretical amplifications
often do not provide significantly more true lifting capacity.
While two such high amplification pulley systems are used in
the initial stage of our recovery method, they are not suitable
for the long vertical hauling distances of several 100 m, as the
recovery would take too much time. The recovery process is
significantly sped up using the simplest 2:1 pulley, also called a
“loop haul” or “loose block.” One end of the rope is attached to a
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Basin of the Arctic Ocean. While this is the description of a
specific case, methods, and procedures can easily be transferred
and applied to any future unsupported manual recovery of ocean
profilers of various types.

TABLE 1 | Suggested list of equipment for profiler recovery.
Amount

Piece of equipment

Comment

>4

Ice screw

Anchoring main rope and guy line

1

Ice ax

1

Ice saw

1

10 ice drill with engine

1

Chisel/tuk

2

Sieves

1

Shovel

1

Underwater camera

With real-time display

1

Power supply

Generator or battery

1

Laptop

′′

Deployment Information

Or frying shovels

1

50 m rope

All ropes: breaking strength >10 kN

2

15 m rope

Tag line and guy line

4

4 m rope

Attach blocks and anchors

>12

Carabiners

>10 kN capacity

3

2 mm kevlar rope

1
2

Telescopic arm

The set of buoys revisited during the recovery operation
described here was originally deployed on 21 April 2018 in
the direct vicinity of the Russian North Pole drifting camp
“Barneo” at a position of 89.54◦ N and 016.78◦ E. The
main buoy site consisted of a IAOOS buoy with a lidar
and an ocean profiler with various biogeochemical sensors,
an ice mass balance buoy extended with bio-optical sensors,
a Snow Buoy, and several other units. The profiling unit
was a PROVOR CTS4 (nke Instrumentation, Hennebont,
France) equipped with a multispectral light sensor (OCR
500, WetLabs, SeaBird Scientific), nitrate sensor (SUNA V2,
Satlantic, SeaBird Scientific), triplet fluorometer (Eco puck,
WetLabs, SeaBird Scientific), and oxygen optode (4330F Aandera
Data Instruments) in addition to the standard conductivity,
temperature, and depth instruments. After deployment, the
profiler ceased operations after a while, while the surface part
of the buoy remained fully functional. Recovery of the profiler
enabled a detailed technical analysis of the failure and reuse
of the instrument. All sensors were retrieved in good working
condition, indicating that the profiler had likely failed due to
either software or buoyancy control issues.
Due to an anomalous drift pattern in the central Arctic during
spring and summer 2018 (Moore et al., 2018; Ludwig et al., 2019),
the station only moved 170 km away from its initial deployment
location during the 5 months of deployment. Simultaneously, the
AO18 expedition of the Swedish icebreaker Oden was in the same
region between 13 August and 15 September 2018, to perform
a 4 weeks drift station close to the geographic North Pole. The
selected floe turned out to be only 70 km away from the location
of the former Barneo site. As helicopter operations during the
time of the drift were limited to a range of 35 km distance from
the vessel, recovery could only be attempted during the way
back south. However, no dedicated ship time was assigned to
the recovery operation, and as the still working surface sensors
should not be influenced, the recovery needed to be attempted
without any vessel support to avoid a breakup of the ice floe.

Long enough

>5 m

Yale grip

If available as backup

Diversion block

e.g., snatch block

2

6:1 or 4:1 pulleys

Better 3 (>10 kN capacity)

1

Wooden bar/board

For pulling

2

Handheld VHF radio

Communication during lifting

1

Toolbox

Several strong wire clippers, tape

1

Tripod

Lightweight (e.g., Skylotec TRIBOC)

2

Cleats

Attached to tripod legs

1

Telescopic bosun hook
Equipment for water sampling
2′′ ice thickness drill
Ice thickness gauge

Numbers always give minimum amount, where more can be beneficial for easier operation
or backup.

additional periphery, such as a laptop and power supply. We
used a VT 34 PT pan and tilt inspection camera (visatec GmbH,
Sulzberg, Germany), a (fully charged) Panasonic Toughbook and
a portable lead battery with integrated 220 V output.
For communication between the different teams over the large
pulling distance of 100 m, VHF or any other handheld radio
device are very useful. In the best case, at least one of these
units is prepared for hands-free operation. A general toolbox with
several strong wire clippers and tape will be useful, such as a small
telescopic gaff.
If time and weight constraints allow, all profiler recoveries will
benefit from additional sampling. This could in particular include
water sampling from different depths or surface measurements.
As this point is easily forgotten in the hectic preparations, we
want to stress how important such sampling can be for post
calibration of the deployed sensors and thus the scientific value
of acquired data.

Preparations and Floe Location
The profiler recovery was prepared over several days. On the ice
floe where icebreaker Oden was moored, we installed a testing
setup deploying the same kind of profiler for engineering tests
to investigate possible causes for the failure. At the end of the 4
weeks drift, this profiler also had to be retrieved. While shipboard
winches and snowmobiles were available on site, we used this
opportunity to develop and test the methods necessary for a
non-motorized recovery at the Barneo site. This training session
allowed us to prove the feasibility of our concept, as well as to
test all steps in the process optimizing them for a recovery under
time pressure.
The actual recovery was started with a briefing on board
Oden and packing of the helicopter on the evening before the
operation. Information on the updated positions of the Barneo

THE PROFILER RECOVERY
In the following paragraphs, we chronologically describe our
successful profiler recovery in September 2018 in the Eurasian
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org
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by tape, which was pre-clipped into a loop of rope secured to the
surface buoy. In a first attempt, this carabiner was hooked into an
element of the chain connecting the profiler wire to the surface
wire. However, it turned out that, contrary to design drawings
of the buoy, the chain was not long enough to pull it to the
surface, so that a deeper clip-in point was needed to proceed with
recovery (Figure 3a).
Thus, the pole was used to clip a rope loop with a carabiner
directly into the profiling wire (Figures 4a,b) underneath the
top stopper. With the help of the real-time video, this could
be accomplished within a few minutes. Then one end of the
rope loop was fastened to a lashing point on the buoy, while
the other end was connected to one of the 6:1 pulley systems
(Figure 3b) and the weight lifted up (Figure 4c). As the lifting
height of one pulley system is typically not enough to lift the
attachment point out of the water, an alternating use of two
pulley systems grabbing the rope using friction knots (Figure 3c)
is necessary. The 6:1 pulley systems were fixed by threading
the rope onto the cleats mounted on the tripod legs. Once the
clip in point was above the water surface (Figures 3d, 5), the
main Klemheist friction knot was installed on the profiler wire.
Before the setup could be pulled up further, the wire above
the top stopper needed to be cut as now the chain connecting
it to the bottom of the buoy was fully tensioned (Figure 4d).
The inductive modem needed to be cut loose from its wire to
be recovered. Once both these connections were cut loose, the
profiler was not fixed to the surface buoy any more (Figure 4e).
During the entire procedure, the system should be backed up so
that a failure of one element does not result in a complete loss of
the system.

site was provided by the co-located Snow buoy and received in
hourly intervals on board Oden via iridium internet connection.
On 15 September 2018 at 6:33 UTC the Oden helicopter
took off, crewed with the three authors and the helicopter pilot.
After 10 min of flight, the crew of the helicopter (AS 350 B1,
Airbus Helicopters) easily spotted the location of the ice camp
and managed to land in the direct vicinity of the deployed buoys
(88◦ 04.57′ N, 020◦ 23.5′ E), which provided good visual reference
for landing in flat light conditions. After 4 h and 30 min on the
ground, the entire recovery operation was finished successfully
and the helicopter started back toward icebreaker Oden (landing
11:58 UTC). All retrieved equipment could be carried inside
the helicopters cargo and passenger compartments. Transport
of retrieved equipment by swing load in a cargo net had been
prepared but was not necessary. Air temperatures were around
−5◦ C with almost no winds in the morning, but picking up to 11
m/s at the end of operations.

Work on Site
Upon arrival on the site, first all installations were inspected
(Figures 2a,c). After ice thickness was determined to be about
1.5 m around the buoy site, the first 10′′ holes were drilled directly
next to the buoy. This hole was then widened such that the
retrieval of the profiler package could be started.
In a first step, the tripod was set up directly over the hole
and the three legs were connected with a supporting chain to
increase the bearing capacity of the tripod. The 6 m long metal
pole was assembled in such a way that the lowermost segment
was slightly bent inwards to allow easier access to the profiler
wire. At the end of the pole we attached a carabiner held open

FIGURE 2 | (a) Initial state of surface buoy as found directly after landing. (b) Preparing recovery of the profiler by drilling a hole just next to the buoy. (c) Repairing a
Snow Buoy that had been damaged by a polar bear. (d) All recovered equipment including all equipment used for the operation gathered on the helideck after
unloading.
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FIGURE 3 | Screenshots taken from the underwater camera during recovery work: (a) Clipping a biner with rope loop into the wire below the top stop. (b) After the
biner is clipped into the wire. (c) Taking the load onto the initial recovery system. (d) The attachment chain is fully stretched and pointing upwards, while the umbilical
leading to the inductive modem was already cut. (e) After removal of the wire and inductive modem, the chain, and umbilical hang down straight again. (f) Profiler
resting on the bottom stop during recovery. (g) Profiler attachment to wire, note the algal contamination on wire. (h) profiler underneath the recovery hole. The floating
algal flocks result from biofouling on the wire stripped off by the friction knot. (i) Removing the last ice nose prohibiting profiler recovery with the ice saw (top left image
corner). The bright white buoyancy pack of the profiler is already visible under the hole.

from the retrieval hole and threaded through the loose block. The
free end was attached to a wooden bar, so that two people could
comfortably share the load and pull up the profiling system in
50 m increments (Figures 3f, 6). The pulling was best achieved
by walking away from the deployment hole, while a third person
was sliding the main Klemheist friction knot (Figure 7) along the
wire, so that the load could be taken over by the backup pulley
if necessary. Once the diversion block of the loop haul pulley
touched the fixpoint of the 50 m rope in the ice, the procedure was
repeated by reattaching the diversion loop close to the recovery
hole. This process was repeated until the profiler became visible
and increasing pulling force indicated that it touched the ice
underside (Figures 3g–i). Other pulley systems can also be used,
but in our setup, two people were easily able to safely hold and
pull the 60 kg ground weight up over the entire wire length
of 350 m.
In some cases, if the recovery hole is not wide enough for
the profiler to fit through, additional drilling or cutting can be
necessary (Figure 3i) to extend the hole. Once the profiler is
above the surface, the wire can be cut to drop the 60 kg bottom

In cases where the profiler can be commanded through the
surface unit to climb to the surface, or when it is by coincidence
in its topmost position, it can be retrieved right away. In most
cases however, the profiler will be located at depth along the
wire, and needs to be pulled up to the surface by lifting up
the entire wire until the bottom stopper pushes the profiler to
the surface (Figure 4f). While this can in principle be achieved
by repeating the step of alternatingly pulling up the line with
both high amplification pulleys, this is extremely inefficient and
time consuming for normal deployment lengths on the order of
hundreds of meters.
To install the more efficient main 2:1 pulley system, the wire
was lifted to the top of the tripod and the diversion block was
installed on one leg of the tripod (Figure 3e). A second friction
knot was installed underneath the diversion block and connected
to the extended 6:1 pulley system used as adjustable backup. The
wire end was then released from the upper pulley system and
connected to a second diversion block, which acted as the loose
block in the 2:1 loop haul pulley system. The 50 m rope was
now fixed to the ground using two ice screws in 50 m distance
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FIGURE 4 | Sketch of the full sequence of the presented recovery technique. (a) Attachment of a rope loop (purple) to the lowermost clippable point. (b) Raising using
first pulley (orange). (c) Extension of lifting range using second pulley (green). (d) Mounting a friction hitch (magenta) on the steel wire (black) and cut chain and subsea
electronics from wire. (e) Installation of the main friction hitch and diversion pulley (red). (f) Lifting the profiler using a simple 2:1 running loop pulley (light blue).

the presented technique allows for a fast, safe and efficient
retrieval of functional and non-functional wire profilers under
polar conditions.
Still many factors need to line up for a successful recovery.
This includes the general itinerary of a research ship in the
vicinity, as well as the willingness of crew and scientific
coordination to support such an operation. Locating a buoy
system can prove tricky if time delay in near real time position
delivery of the unit is longer than 1 h. In our case, the remnants
of the Russian drift camp in the direct vicinity of the buoys
made discovery from the air extremely simple and we were lucky
enough to have suitable weather for long distance helicopter
operations on that day.
However, also a detailed planning of the operation and
appropriate qualifications of field workers is crucial to a
successful mission. The involved rope techniques might be
complicated to perform for people without training, especially
if the executing persons do not have excessive background
in rope works from either sailing or mountaineering. That
being said, these techniques can easily be learned and we thus

weight if it is not feasible to be retrieved. Time, as well as space
and payload limitations in the helicopter did not allow us to
retrieve the bottom weight.
In this instance we were recovering a non-working
instrument. If however the instrument is still working, it is
of highest priority to acquire water samples for in-situ postdeployment calibration of all onboard sensors, in particular the
oxygen optodes and bio-optical sensors. A surface sample is
rather easy to obtain, however handheld bottle samples from
several depths in the upper water column would be preferable
in conjunction with a handheld CTD cast if time and logistic
constraints allow.

DISCUSSION
Strengths and Weaknesses of the
Presented Method
To our knowledge, this is the first time that a sea ice based
ocean profiler was retrieved from under the ice without the
use of a powered winch system. Despite numerous challenges,
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highly suggest training such recovery operations in a safe and
controlled environment. If procedures are just developed on site,
time or other environmental constraints might render such a
recovery impossible.
A central role is played by the availability of specialized
and suitable equipment. The necessary equipment needs to be
planned and prepared with care, so that maximum efficiency
can be achieved with the minimum amount and thus weight
of equipment. Even when ship support is available, insufficient
preparation can turn recovery efforts unsuccessful, as one of the

authors experienced during an early attempt to manually retrieve
the profiler of an ice tethered profiler (ITP93) in autumn 2016
(Boetius and Purser, 2017).

Possible Improvements
One clear improvement would be if equipment for such a
recovery is prepared in a customized set before the expedition,
which will save a lot of time during on board planning and ease
helicopter transport of the components.
The availability of accurate design drawings and
measurements of both, the profiler package, as well as
the buoy and wire installations enable more accurate
planning. This would have enabled us to select the
right clip-in point at the first try and potentially
helped in judging the necessary diameter of the
recovery hole.
Another option to ease recovery if weight and operation
limitations allow is the use of portable electric or fuel driven
winches. With the increasing use of battery powered tools,
winches suitable for this recovery procedure have recently
become available at low weight below 10 kg and sufficient
power for a profiler recovery hoisting at speeds up to 11.5
m/min (e.g., PCW3000, Portable Winch Co., Sherbrooke,
Quebec, Canada).

Implications for Buoy System Design
Our recovery procedure also sheds light on how ice-tethered
ocean profiling buoys can be optimized with respect to recovery.
In spite of their typical life as expendable equipment, their large
cost would justify to include measures for easier recovery.
The design of the connection to the surface buoy is crucial
for recovery: First of all we suggest that all ocean profiling
buoys should provide an easy way of attaching a hook as low
as possible on the installation. In our case this was achieved
by clipping the wire below the top stopper. A major problem
arises in our recovery technique if the distance between the ice
and the surface buoy bottom part is longer than the distance

FIGURE 5 | Photograph taken during the recovery at the stage where the
main Klemheist friction knot (A) is installed on the main wire. It is attached to
the tripod with a 4:1 violin pulley (D). Shortly after the picture was taken, the
inductive modem (B) was cut free and the wire cut above the top stop (C).
The complete load is currently still hanging on the carabiner (F) and rope (not
visible) that was clipped around the wire below the top stop (C) using the
clipping arm. The anchor point on the buoy is also visible (E). Note the
significant biofouling on the top stop (C) and inductive modem (B).

FIGURE 6 | Overview of the recovery procedure. Two persons (A) pull up the load with the 2:1 pulley system. The loop pulley rope is fixed in the ground (C) and
diverted in the multiplier block (B). Note the guy rope (D) that is necessary to keep the tripod from tipping over. Picture was taken during the training session, where a
bigger tripod was used. No Skidoo was available during the actual recovery.
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SUMMARY
We presented a procedure to recover profiler packages as part
of ice-tethered ocean profiling buoys without the support of
a ship, cranes, or winches. Combining rope techniques from
mountain rescue and profiler deployments, we were able to
retrieve an extended profiling package from 350 m water depth
within <5 h from underneath ice of 1.5 m thickness. The
presented technique proved to provide a safe and efficient way
of profiler recovery. We demonstrated that it is possible to
recover such a profiling system with only four people and
without the help of powered lifting equipment under Arctic
conditions. To ease future profiler recoveries, we provided a list
of necessary equipment, a detailed description of the procedure,
as well as suggestions toward further improvements, such as
additional clip-in points and matching lengths of different
parts of the wire to buoy connection. This hopefully enables
more researchers to recover ice-tethered ocean profilers after
their completed life cycle and allow for post-calibration of the
deployed sensors and thus higher scientific value of the acquired
autonomous measurements.

FIGURE 7 | Manual operation of the Klemheist friction knot (A). Note the 6:1
backup pulley with red rope secured to the clamp on the tripod leg (B) and the
attachment of the diversion block (C) to the tripod leg. Picture was taken
during the training session, where a bigger tripod was used.
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between buoy bottom attachment and the lowermost clippable
part. In this case the wire cannot be lifted to the surface
(such as in Figure 3d) without opening the original chain link
while still under water. We thus suggest to always configure
buoy designs in a way that the profiler can be recovered
independently of the surface buoy system. This is not only
beneficial to situations where equipment in the topside buoy
is still working, but also in situations where a recovery of
the bulky surface buoy is denied by the logistical constraints.
In some situations where the surrounding ice has already
melted during summer, it might be helpful to attach a rope
directly to the top of the wire, which can be easily reached
from the surface and simplifies the work to get access to the
main profiler wire. Another possibility to significantly ease
recovery is to equip the bottom weight with a simple and
inexpensive acoustic releaser, which enables a much less laborintensive recovery.
Even ship based recoveries could be simplified by these
additional measures. Another set of improvements considers
the first step of buoy recovery: locating the equipment in the
vastness of the Artic. Radio or Radar position beacons, GPS
beacons, or remotely (by radio signal) activated flashing lights
might significantly ease the location of such equipment from
a helicopter if the last available position update is older than
1 h.
If recovery procedures are taken into account during
development and deployment, these valuable sea icebased ocean profilers could be recovered more often. This
can be achieved by including additional clip-in points,
pre-installed recovery ropes, and choosing appropriate
lengths of the different parts of the system connecting wire
and buoy.
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